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• [A]t the Essay Film Studio we expand on the meaning of the “essay” by reconnecting it 

to its root, which derives from “an attempt”, an exploration that is constantly being 

repeated in order to grasp various phenomena in the very process of their description.

• [What CAN the essay film] become in the hands of the artists and researchers who will 

choose to deploy it as a mode of investigating reality through the essayistic practice?

• [T]he Studio recognizes not only the finished products but also the failed attempts and 

partial results as valid research materials and sources of practice-based knowledge.

http://vnlab.filmschool.lodz.pl/en/essay-film-studio/film-essay-workshop-statement/

http://vnlab.filmschool.lodz.pl/en/essay-film-studio/film-essay-workshop-statement/


• Cameraless film-making as research method
• Film-playing (or “essaying”) as a filmmaking 

method....
• Using the random-access exploratory, design, reframing and 

defamiliarising affordances of digital video capturing or 
ripping, compression and editing software

• Using Dispositif or parameter-based activities’device', 'machinery', 'apparatus', 'construction', and 'deployment'.





Quote Unquote: The Unattainable Film Text in the Age of Digital Reproduction (2009) https://vimeo.com/10059844

https://vimeo.com/10059844


Transformers – The Premake by Kevin B. Lee (2014) https://vimeo.com/94101046

http://aim.org.pt/ojs/index.php/revista/article/view/59/html
https://vimeo.com/94101046


Video Essay Podcast  Black Lives Matter Video Essay Playlist (2020) https://thevideoessay.com/blacklivesmatter

https://thevideoessay.com/blacklivesmatter


Cotton –the Fabric of Genocide by Cydnii Wilde Harris (2018) https://vimeo.com/261768770

https://vimeo.com/261768770


Once Upon a Screen – Explosive Paradox by Kevin B Lee (2020) http://www.thecine-files.com/explosive-paradox-on-platoon/

http://www.thecine-files.com/explosive-paradox-on-platoon/


True Likeness (2010) https://vimeo.com/12761424

https://vimeo.com/12761424


‘The Shudder of a Cinephiliac Idea? Videographic Film Studies Practice as Material Thinking’, ANIKI: Portuguese Journal
of the Moving Image, 1.1, 2014, Online at: http://aim.org.pt/ojs/index.php/revista/article/view/59/html

http://aim.org.pt/ojs/index.php/revista/article/view/59/html


Un/Contained: A Video Essay on Fish Tank, published in ‘Beyond tautology? Audiovisual Film Criticism’, Film Criticism, Vol. 
40, No.1, 2016. Online at: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.13761232.0040.113

My video essay Un/Contained [embedded above]—a very modest exemplar of this, still novel (if not new), relationship-in-
motion—is certainly a beneficiary of this ever evolving film-critical context. Forged from digital material, with digital tools, and 
through digital material thinking, it can also, very fortunately, be published, and not merely cited, in this inaugural digital 
issue of Film Criticism. The video offers up a dense yet concise study (and experience) of the intricate poetic-cinematic 
patterning of Andrea Arnold’s 2009 film Fish Tank as it is disclosed in a few fleeting shots from the film that I explore in 
relation to psychoanalyst-theorist Wilfred Bion's understanding of the “Container-Contained” (a theorization of the idea that 
we need the minds and bodies of others to contain our deep existential fears, from the very moment of our birth onwards, in 
order to properly develop our own emotional and cognitive capacities). It is a piece of heavily audio-visual analysis and 
comparison that I could have chosen to translate into words—or, rather, to have translated into even more words—and 
published in a conventional written film-studies format; there is certainly plenty more to say, or write, about what the video 
asks, and argues, about Arnold’s film. But I would maintain that this wouldn’t have worked as compellingly, or been as 
convincing, in such a ‘reported’ version, or, indeed, in any form that didn’t actually use this micro-material from Fish Tank as 
(immanent or inherent) evidence.

Key findings: knowledge about the screenwork studied; reflections on the effectiveness of remix-based modes; audiovisual editing, collage and montage 
practices; audiovisual practices of repetition and variation (intratextuality); aesthetic experience, spectatorship and fandom; sound, music, rhythm and movement 
in screen media; poeisis; defamiliarization.
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http://un/Contained:%2520A%2520Video%2520Essay%2520on%2520Fish%2520Tank,%2520published%2520in%2520%E2%80%98Beyond%2520tautology%3F%2520Audiovisual%2520Film%2520Criticism%E2%80%99%2520,%C2%A0Film%2520Criticism,%C2%A0Vol.%252040,%2520No.1,%25202016.%2520Online%2520at:%C2%A0http:/hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.13761232.0040.113


Reflections on Un/Contained: A Video Essay on Fish Tank by U.S. film scholar and video essayist Patrick Keating, ‘The 
Video Essay as Cumulative and Regressive Scholarship’, The Cine-Files: A Scholarly Journal of Film Studies, 15, 2020: 
Special Issue on the Scholarly Video Essay. http://www.thecine-files.com/the-video-essay-as-cumulative-and-
recursive-scholarship/

http://www.thecine-files.com/the-video-essay-as-cumulative-and-recursive-scholarship/




WORKING IN THE FLOW



Screen studies as device…

• "And art exists that one may recover the sensation of life; it exists to make one feel 
things, to make the stone stony". Viktor Shklovsky, 1917

In my work, I take up some of the challenges set by Viktor Shklovsky in his 1917 essay 
“Art as Device” by exploring the ways in which experimental modes of creative practice 
- in particular, the techniques and forms of digital remix and found footage-based video 
essays - can be put to the service of a project of de-habitualizing film and moving image 
studies.
• This results in videographic experiments (or essaying) with what Cristina Álvarez López 

and Adrian Martin have referred to in my work as ‘the dispositif': a game-structure in 
which parameters are set and then patiently carried out, with the results to be studied 
and sometimes tinkered with and taken further, perhaps in a future audio visual piece.



Art is the means to live through the making of a thing

Viktor Shklovsky’s 1917 essay
“Art as Device”





Defamiliarization - Ostranenie

Optical (and auditory) unconscious

DECONSTRUCTION THEN ASSEMBLY OF AN 
AUDIOVISUAL 

SCREEN STUDIES EXPERIENCE

Materialization of Audiovisual Viewing
Phenomena or Conditions
POEISIS of film viewing





“'Fated to be Mated' [a Fred Astaire & Cyd Charisse dance number in SILK 
STOCKINGS (Rouben Mamoulian, 1957)] choreographs the sexual relation 
quite differently, on a more egalitarian ground...

A great deal of side-by-side dancing keeps [Astaire & Charisse] together in the 
frame spatially, and this relation is then reinforced by the precision with which 
they synchronise their movement while facing the camera. As a consequence, 
when the many lifts, spins and bends of this rather athletic number physically 
differentiate the dancers’ positions, they do not connote Astaire’s male 
superiority so much as continue to keep reconfiguring the dances in relation to 
each other as two equally spectacular bodies moving through cinematic space 
they synchronize their movement while facing the camera.

STEVEN COHAN
'"Feminizing" the Song-and-Dance Man: Fred Astaire and the Spectacle of 
Masculinity in the Hollywood Musical' in Cohan & Hark (eds), Screening the 

Male: Exploring Masculinities in Hollywood CInema (Routledge, 1993), 58-59.



10. Fated to be mated: An architectural promenade, Filmanalytical, December 2018. 
https://filmanalytical.blogspot.com/2018/12/fated-to-be-mated-architectural.html, This work was first screened and its research on 
defamiliarization was discussed as part of Grant’s invited talk “Screen Studies as Device,” David Vileseca Annual Memorial Lecture, 
Royal Holloway, University of London, November 19, 2018. https://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2018/11/catherine-grant-screen-studies-as-
device-working-through-the-video-essay/ [2018_Catherine Grant – Screen studies as device?/ Working through the video essay | Backdoor Broadcasting.pdf & 
2018_11_19_Catherine_Grant_The 2018 David Vilaseca Memorial Lecture.mp3]

Sawing Fred Astaire and Cyd Charisse in half
- A queer experiment in cinephilic re-spatialisation [embedded above].

Spatialité (or spatialisation) refers to the ordering or arranging of space (by both the set and the camera) 
in order for it to be perceived in a specific form...
ALAIN MASSON, 'An Architectural Promenade', Rouge, 2005, fn. 1. 

Key findings: knowledge about the screenworks studied; audiovisual editing, collage and montage practices; aesthetic experience, spectatorship 
and fandom; sound, music, rhythm and movement in screen media; poeisis; defamiliarization.
On disk drive: 2018_Fated_to_be_Mated_filmanalytical.pdf & 2018_FATED TO BE MATED_ An Architectural Promenade_Vimeo_300303270.mp4
Also see: 
§ BEAU TRAVAIL: Nightclub Remix, Vimeo, July 2018. https://vimeo.com/280720110
§ Magic Mirror Maze, Vimeo, June 2018. https://vimeo.com/277397613
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https://filmanalytical.blogspot.com/2018/12/fated-to-be-mated-architectural.html
https://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2018/11/catherine-grant-screen-studies-as-device-working-through-the-video-essay/
http://www.rouge.com.au/rougerouge/singin.html
https://vimeo.com/280720110
https://vimeo.com/277397613


The representation of objects in the actual (absolute) 
proportions proper to them is, of course, merely a tribute to 
orthodox formal logic. A subordination to an inviolable order of 
things [. . .]. Absolute realism is by no means the correct form of 
perception. It is simply the function of a certain form of social 
structure.

Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form: Essays in Film Theory.  Ed. and Trans. Jay 
Leyda (San Diego: Harcourt, 1949), 34–35



https://justtv.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/vide
ographic-deformations-equalized-pulse/

https://justtv.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/videographic-deformations-equalized-pulse/


https://vimeo.com/307534874

https://vimeo.com/307534874


“the scene's charm comes from the fact that the set's mise en
scène is established through human movement.

…. A site has been conjured up, but through its very irreality.”

Alain Masson, 'An Architectural Promenade', ROUGE, 2005.
rouge.com.au/rougerouge/singin.html

http://www.rouge.com.au/rougerouge/singin.html


For Grant, ‘essay’ means ‘experiment’ – as in the 
laboratory-like assembly of film/media samples, music, and 
text in various formats (graphic as well as spoken). Her 
experiments frequently take a very contemporary artistic 
form: the dispositif, a game-structure in which parameters 
are set and then patiently carried out, with the results to be 
studied and sometimes tinkered with and taken further, 
perhaps in a future audiovisual piece. Therefore, for 
example, Grant will set herself the task of collecting all the 
cuts or lap-dissolves in a given film, and then juxtaposing 
that with a musical track and/or a textual commentary. For 
her, the results of such audiovisual experiments have the 
proven potential to generate new knowledge in our screen 
studies field – with the proviso that the real challenge today 
is less to translate this knowledge back into the 
conventionally ‘acceptable’ verbal or literary metalanguage 
of description and theory than to value our discoveries in the 
very terms of, and on the same level as, the aesthetic and 
sensory properties of rhythm, colour, texture, affect, and so 
on.

Parameter-
based  

experiments





The Secret Thoughts of Laura Jesson (as Voiced by Celia Johnson) Catherine Grant, 2017
https://vimeo.com/249186166

https://vimeo.com/249186166


ANNIE van den Oever (2010). Ostrannenie:  On "Strangeness" and the Moving Image
The History, Reception, and Relevance of a Concept. (ed.) Amsterdam: University of Amsterdam.

JUXTAPOSITION or REWIND
as defamiliarising techniques

ROTATION or INVERSION 
as defamiliarising techniques



AUDITORY UNCONSCIOUS?
Pick One

Catherine Grant, 2018
https://vimeo.com/286178727

https://vimeo.com/286178727


http://www.tft.ucla.edu/mediascape/Winter2013_DejaViewing.html

“Sensuous 
methodologies”

http://www.tft.ucla.edu/mediascape/Winter2013_DejaViewing.html


9. Beast Fables:  “I just missed your heart”, “You should have told me, Mother,” and “You’re so very cruel,” three videos 
published in ‘Beast Fables: A Videographic Study of Cinematic Deer and Transhuman Children’, The Cine-Files: A Scholarly 
Journal of Film Studies, 14, Spring 2019: http://www.thecine-files.com/cgrant/

Each of the works in this study [one of which is embedded above] uses their multiple-screen form in the service of 
a poetic analysis through synchronous performance, a playing together of cinematic motifs and narrative repetitions 
or variations that would otherwise only be meaningfully apprehended as such sequentially in the audio-visual time-
based medium of each source film. The split-screens issue an invitation to the “mobile eye” of the viewer to engage 
in intensified processes of “peripheralized attention,” in an accretional method of meaning-making through “seesaw 
scanning of the text, compelled by the very duality of the signs.” (Rifaterre 1980) As art historian Roger Cardinal has 
argued, such “decentered scanning can constitute a refreshing alternative register of filmic experience.”

Key findings: knowledge about the screenworks studied; reflections on the effectiveness of remix-based modes; audiovisual editing, collage and 
montage practices; audiovisual practices of repetition and variation (intratextuality, intertextuality and authorship); aesthetic experience, spectatorship 
and fandom; sound, music, rhythm and movement in screen media; poeisis; defamiliarization.
On disk drive: 2019_Beast Fables_The CIne-Files_14_Spring 2019.pdf & 3 x Beast Fables mp4s
Also see: 
§ FALLING 3x Girls in Uniform, Vimeo, November 2019. https://vimeo.com/372100471
§ Satis House’, screenstudies.video, July 2020. https://screenstudies.video/2020_satis_house_vimeo_283305419/ 
§ Magic Mirror Maze, Vimeo, June 2018. https://vimeo.com/277397613
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https://criticalcommons.org/view?m=GxgnTmby1
https://criticalcommons.org/view?m=1Zv3mK7fJ
https://criticalcommons.org/view?m=gmO8BErr0
http://www.thecine-files.com/cgrant/
https://vimeo.com/372100471
https://screenstudies.video/2020_satis_house_vimeo_283305419/
https://vimeo.com/277397613


12. With Deborah Martin, ‘Water Turtles / Tortugas aquáticas’, 16:9, September 2019. http://www.16-
9.dk/2019/09/water-turtles/. 

VIDEO-ESSAY. Water Turtles / Tortugas Aquáticas [embedded above] is a video essay by Deborah 
Martin and Catherine Grant exploring similar scenes from two films in Lucrecia Martel's Salta trilogy: 
La ciénaga / The Swamp (2001) and La mujer sin cabeza / The Headless Woman (2008). The video 
centres on the ways in which the playful presence of child characters is key in shaping both the forms 
and narratives of Martel's films.

Key findings: knowledge about the screenworks studied; audiovisual editing, collage and montage practices; audiovisual practices of 
repetition and variation (intertextuality, intratextuality and authorship); aesthetic experience, spectatorship and fandom; sound, music, 
rhythm and movement in screen media; poeisis; defamiliarization.
On disk drive: 2019_Water Turtles / Tortugas aquáticas | by Deborah Martin_16/9 filmtidsskrift.pdf & 2019_WATER TURTLES _ TORTUGAS AQUATICAS (on 
two films by Lucrecia Martel)_Vimeo_355972800.mp4

Also see: 
§ The Senses of an Ending, Vimeo, May 2017. https://vimeo.com/218972604
§ Efface, Vimeo, August 2014. https://vimeo.com/104309443
§ Amnios, Vimeo, June 2014. https://vimeo.com/92600468
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http://www.16-9.dk/2019/09/water-turtles/
https://vimeo.com/218972604
https://vimeo.com/104309443
https://vimeo.com/92600468


5. The Haunting of The Headless Woman, (English language version here: https://vimeo.com/301095918) 
published in ‘El embrujo de La mujer sin cabeza‘ [‘The Haunting of The Headless Woman’ – Video and text in 
Spanish with English Translation], Tecmerin: Revista de Ensayos Audiovisuales, 2, Julio 2019: –
Español: https://tecmerin.uc3m.es/revista-2-1/; English: https://tecmerin.uc3m.es/en/journal-2-1/

My video essay [embedded above] focuses on [a] conscious but profound act of intertextuality by exploring in detail 
the plane of meanings potentially lent to La mujer sin cabeza by its careful and highly subtle practices of allusion to 
the 1962 film [Carnival of Souls], ones not solely based on similarity but also on divergence and variation. As always 
in my research on the recognition of cinematic interconnectedness, within the specific fields of transtextuality that 
Gérard Genette called "hypertextuality” and "intertextuality,”[2] I adhere to the following quotation from the writing of 
Mikhail Iampolski: "The intertext constitutes meaning as the work involved in seeking it."

Key findings: knowledge about the screenworks studied; reflections on the effectiveness of remix-based modes; audiovisual editing, collage and 
montage practices; audiovisual practices of repetition and variation (intertextuality and authorship); aesthetic experience, spectatorship and fandom; 
sound, music, rhythm and movement in screen media; poeisis; defamiliarization.
On disk drive: 2019_THE HAUNTING OF THE HEADLESS WOMAN_Tecmerin. Journal of Audiovisual Essays – tecmerin.pdf & 

2019_THE_HAUNTING_OF_THE_HEADLESS_WOMAN_Vimeo_301095918.mp4
Also see: 
§ The Senses of an Ending, Vimeo, May 2017. https://vimeo.com/218972604
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https://vimeo.com/301095918
https://tecmerin.uc3m.es/revista-2-1/
https://tecmerin.uc3m.es/en/journal-2-1/
https://vimeo.com/218972604


…Not an object-analysis but:
“An array of tasks to be done”

JURGEN BRAUNGARDT, ‘Heidegger made simple’, 
http://braungardt.trialectics.com/philosophy/philosophers/heidegger-made-simple

http://braungardt.trialectics.com/philosophy/philosophers/heidegger-made-simple


VIDENIE (SEEING) IS THE 
GOAL OF OSTRANENIE…

MAKING MATTERS, AND
NOT WHAT HAS BEEN MADE



Material thinking

Barbara Bolt, ‘Materializing pedagogies’, 
Working Papers in Art and Design 4, 

2006 

• Theorising out of practice, I would argue, involves a very different way of 
thinking than applying theory to practice. It offers a very specific way of 
understanding the world, one that is grounded in (to borrow Paul 
Carter's term) “material thinking” rather than merely conceptual 
thinking. 
• Material thinking offers us a way of considering the relations that take 

place within the very process or tissue of making. 
• In this conception the materials are not just passive objects to be used 

instrumentally by the artist, but rather the materials and processes of 
production have their own intelligence that come into play in interaction 
with the artist's creative intelligence. 

https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/12381/WPIAAD_vol4_bolt.pdf


http://videographicessay.org/works/videographic-essay/

http://videographicessay.org/works/videographic-essay/

